Block-matching algorithm based on an adaptive reduction of the search area for motion estimation T he motion estimation and compensation technique is widely used for video coding applications but the real-time motion estimation is not easy due to its enormous computations. In this paper, a new adaptive reduction of search area for the blockmatching algorithm is presented to reduce the computational complexity of the full search blockmatching algorithm for low bit-rate video coding. The proposed method exploits the correlation of successive video frames and adjusts the size of search area depending on the displaced block difference and the block classification information in the previous frames of the block. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has similar mean square error performance to the full search block-matching algorithm but only requires less a half computational complexity than the full search algorithm.
Introduction
The motion estimation and compensation technique has been widely used in video compression due to its capability of reducing the temporal redundancies between frames [1, 2] . Most of the algorithms developed for motion estimation so far are block-based techniques, called block-matching algorithm (BMA). In this technique, the current frame is divided into fixed size of blocks, then each block is compared with candidate blocks in reference frame within the search area. The widely used approach for the BMA is the full search BMA (FSBMA), which examines all candidate blocks within the search area in the reference frame to obtain a motion vector (MV). The MV is a displacement between the block in the current frame and the best-matched block in reference frame in horizontal and vertical directions.
It is hard to implement the video codec with software only for real-time processing because of the intensive computation of the FSBMA. Much research has been undertaken into real-time processing of video coding applications. One aspect is VLSI implementation for the motion estimation [3] [4] [5] . It is frequently used in complicated or full-motion video coding applications for real-time processing. The other approach is a development of fast search algorithms. These techniques, -(1) fast BMA with unimodal error surface assumption [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , (2) fast BMA with pixel subsampling [13, 14, 18] , (3) fast BMA with reduced search area [19] [20] [21] [22] , and (4) hierarchical BMA [23, 24] -have been investigated.
The fast BMAs with unimodal error surface -the matching error increases monotonically as the search point moves away from position of the global minimum -are reported in many works [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These methods, for example; three step search (TSS) [6] , new three step search (NTSS) [7] , 2D logarithm search (2-DLOG) [8] , parallel hierarchical 1D search (PHODS) [12] , and four step search (FSS) [16] , etc., have a critical problem, which is falling into a local minimum. This problem significantly degrades the video quality as the encoding process is being progressed. Other widely used approaches for the fast BMA -reducing the search area depending on the motion fields -are studied in [19] [20] [21] [22] . Lee et al. [19] proposed the method of reducing the size of search area in TSS according to the magnitude of displaced block difference (DBD). Feng et al. [20] suggested the adaptive BMA (ABMA) which uses the spatial correlations of adjacent blocks. The search area is determined by considering the DBD as used in [19] . In our previous work [21] , the dynamic search area adjustment was proposed to make use of the accurate motion correlation between blocks, where we used preprocessed segmentation information to obtain the correlations of adjacent blocks. Fan et al. [22] , proposed the motion estimation algorithm based on the structure segmentation. However, the methods in [19, 20] are too complex to be implemented for real-time processing and the schemes in [21, 22] do not predict motion structures well, since only the DBD is considered as an indicator for motion fields.
In this paper, a new BMA with adaptive adjustment of search area is presented to reduce the computational complexity by exploiting the spatio-temporal correlations in video sequences. Especially, the proposed scheme caters for low bit-rate video coding applications such as video-phone and video-conferencing. The video frames of these applications contain one or more speaker(s) and invariant backgrounds. The number of search points can be reduced by setting a small size of search area for a block within the invariant background regions and a large one for a block in moving regions. In the next section, some characteristics of low bit-rate video sequences obtained by computer experiments and the BMA with a new search area adjustment scheme, are presented. Simulation results using several test video sequences are shown to evaluate the proposed scheme in later sections.
Motion Estimation Algorithm
The proposed motion estimation algorithm is performed with a variable size of search area depending on block types. Based on the analysis of the low bit-rate video sequences, the current frame is segmented into four types corresponding to the stationary background, active moving block, and changing block from background to active region and vice versa. Firstly, some characteristics of video sequences of low bit-rate applications are examined, then an adaptive adjustment of search area scheme is presented.
Characteristics of low bit-rate video sequences
The video sequences for low bit-rate video coding applications such as video-phone and video-conferencing have some restrictive motion characteristics. Through various simulations in the previous works [7, [19] [20] [21] [22] , it is found that these video sequences are gentle, smooth, and vary slowly. Thus, the MV distribution of the best matched block is center-biased. The MV distributions of the simulation results, performed by using the FSBMA with search area +16 of each video sequence, are plotted in Figure 1 . It shows that the MVs ; Foreman: ; Carphone: ; Claire: ;.
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HWANG-SEOK OH AND HEUNG-KYU LEE lie in near search origin (less than distance 5) by 90% or so. From the figure, we can see that only a few blocks have large motion displacement, and much computation can be reduced if these blocks are selected from the other blocks.
In addition, these video sequences show significant correlations between successive frames because they usually contain only a speaker with slow motion fields, caused by the movement of the speaker. Thus, a block in a specific region in the previous frame can belong to the same region at that position in the current frame: a block in background region may lie in the background region in the current frame. The percentages of each type of blocks in successive frames are shown in Figure 2 . The label changing block shows the percentage of the changing blocks from background to active region or vice versa. The other labels mean that the block types are the same in successive frames. In all video sequences, the percentage of background blocks in successive frames is very high. The changing blocks occupy only 30% below, meaning that the motion field of each block is very high in successive frames for the other blocks. Also, the pattern of distribution is very similar without regard to video sequences. It is shown that the temporal correlation between successive frame is very high, that is, if a block in the previous frame belongs to background regions or active regions, the block which is located in the same position in the current frame may be classified as a background block or active moving block, respectively, with a strong probability in Figure 2 .
Based on these facts, many fast search algorithms (NTSS, FSS, etc.) have been developed. These methods improve the motion estimation performance both in terms of computational complexity and video quality.
Motion estimation with adjustment of search area
An adaptive search area reduction method, which assigns a small search area to the background block and a large one to the active moving block, for cutting down the number of search points by using characteristics of video sequences of low bit-rate applications.
In the proposed scheme, to determine the size of search area, a block in the current frame is classified as to whether it lies in the background or in the active regions which are moving regions of objects. The block is classified into one of the four types: background block, active moving block, changing block from background to active region and vice versa. For the background block and the changing block from active region to background, a small search area can be assigned, and for the active moving block and the changing block from background to active region, a large search area is required. To classify the block, we use the block classification information (BCI) of the block in the previous frame and DBD at the current frame.
The proposed motion estimation is performed through the following steps: (1) Estimate the initial values of thresholds to determine the BCI of a given block; (2) Set the size of search area by using the DBD and the BCI, and then perform the BMA within the determined search area; and (3) Update the thresholds for an adaptation to the video sequences, characteristics.
Estimate the initial thresholds Three parameters, BCI(i), DBD bg , and DBD ar for block classification are used. BCI(i) is the block classification information of the ith block in a frame, DBD bg is a mean displaced block difference of blocks which are classified into the background block in the previous frame, and DBD ar is a mean displaced block difference of blocks which are classified into the active block in the previous frame. The initial values of these parameters are estimated by using the results of the first frame by means of the FSBMA. In the first frame, the BCI(i) is only determined by the MV. The blocks that have zero displaced MV are classified as background blocks and the other blocks are classified into active blocks. The DBD bg is set to the mean of DBD of background blocks and the DBD ar is set to the mean of DBD of active blocks. The DBD bg is usually small compared with DBD ar . These parameters are changing to adaptively reflect the characteristic of video sequences as the coding process progresses.
Set the size of search area and perform the BMA The classification of blocks in the current frame is done through the use of BCI(i) of the previous frame, DBD bg , and DBD ar . The size of the search area is determined depending on the BCI of the block. For a given block in the current frame, the block is classified as shown in Figure 3 . In the figure, the BCI(i) is the block classification information for the ith block in the previous frame, and then DBD bg and DBD ar are the mean DBDs of background blocks and active blocks in the previous frame, respectively. The zero displaced block difference (ZDBD) is a block difference between the given block in a current frame and a candidate block in the reference frame at the same coordinate. To determine the BCI of the ith block in the current frame, firstly, the algorithm observes the BCI at that position in the previous frame. If the BCI(i) is ''background block'', then the ZDBD in the current frame is compared with DBD bg to decide whether the block is classified into the background block or the changing block from background to active region. If the BCI(i) is ''active block'', then the block can be classified into the active block of the changing block from active region to background depending on ZDBD and DBD ar .
For each block type, the search area is set as w for the active block and the changing block from background to active region, w/4 for background block, and w/2 for the changing block from active region to background, respectively, where w is an initial maximum displacement of the MV. That is, the larger search area is allocated for active region that contains high-motion blocks and the smaller search area is given for background blocks.
After the size of the search area for each block is determined, the BMA is performed within the search 
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window in a fashion of logarithmic search window reduction. At first, the BMA is performed within the determined search area using a full search. If the best-matched candidate block is positioned within the search area, the motion estimation is stopped. Otherwise (MV points to the boundary of the search area), the FSBMA is performed with a new search origin pointed to by the MV at the first stage within a new search area that is half the size of the first search area. The procedure continues until the MV does not point to the boundary of the search area. When the motion estimation process continues and the size of the search area becomes 1, the next search area is set to 1 and the motion estimation is performed continuously until the MV points to the new search origin. This process can reduce the quality degradation caused by misclassification of block types. For example, Figure 4 shows the procedures to find a MV. In first step, the MV points to the boundary of first search area 2w þ N, therefore, the motion estimation goes on within the second search area w þ N. The motion estimation process stops in the second search area because the second MV points to the position within the search area. The final MV is a vector sum of the first and second MVs.
Update the thresholds After a frame goes through the BMA, the BCI of each block is updated by using the BCI of the block at the same position in the current frame, which is used for the next frame. At the same time, the DBD ar and DBD bg are re-estimated by using the DBDs of the background blocks and the active blocks of the current frame.
Simulation Results
Four QCIF (quarter common immediate format: 1766 144) and CIF (common immediate format: 3256288) video sequences, called Miss America, Carphone, Foreman and Claire, are used to evaluate the proposed search area adjustment scheme with the block size of 16616. The initial allowable displacements of search area are set to +8 and +16. The mean absolute error (MAE) criterion is used for a matching criterion. Each scheme for adjustment of search area is applied to the full search (FS). The test video sequences Miss America and Claire have a speaker with slow movement, and the sequences Foreman and Carphone have moderate motion displacements with some change of backgrounds. The motion estimation is performed only in the luminance component of the video sequences. The results of the proposed method are compared with those of the conventional one which sets the size of search area to the initial value and those of ABMA.
The average performance of the algorithms is summarized in Table 1 in terms of the mean square error (MSE) and the number of matching points (NSP) per block. The NSP is the number of candidate blocks which are compared with the current block to obtain the best matching block. In general, the NSP per block is (2w þ 1) 2 , where w is initial displacement. However, the blocks at the frame boundary have a smaller NSP than others and therefore the NSP is calculated by counting the number of blocks which are actually compared.
When each scheme is applied to the FS, the proposed scheme has better MSE performance than ABMA with similar or less complexity. It has also similar MSE performance compared with the FSBMA but only requires about a half or a third of NSP. The MSE performance gain of the proposed scheme is not quite as good in simulation with test sequences that have slow motion fields compared to others, but the NSP reduction is noticeable. With video sequences that have moderate motion fields such as Carphone and Foreman, the proposed scheme has large MSE gains and less complexities when compared to ABMA. In some cases, ABMA shows a good MSE performance but it has the same or a similar NSP to the FSBMA, since the motion classification scheme failed. Most noticeably, the ABMA has better MSE performance and much larger NSP than the proposed scheme when the CIF Carphone sequence is used with a displacement of 8.
From simulation results, the proposed method for the search area adjustment is compatible with the FSBMA, but requires only half or less of the computation complexity, especially in the application of low bit-rate video transmission. In ABMA, the results are not good because the update method of thresholds for motion classification does not work well. As shown in Table 1 , the MSE performance and NSP vary according to the test video sequences. In low motion video sequences such as Miss America and Claire, the reduction of NSP is not significant and the MSE performance does not compare well with the proposed method.
Figures 5-8 present the MSE performance with the Miss America and Foreman sequences. The figures show that the MSE performance of the proposed scheme is similar to that of FSBMA along the frame number and is more efficient than that of ABMA. The method for search area adjustment can be used in combination with fast search algorithm such as TSS, NTSS, PHODS, etc. to obtain a greater reduction in complexity. It makes real-time processing of video encoding possible in the areas of interactive video applications.
Conclusion
A new adjustment scheme of the search area is proposed based on the DBD and the block classification information for low bit-rate video coding. The algorithm is very simple and efficient in terms of MSE performance and computational complexity. The method can be easily adapted to fast search algorithms which are developed so far such as TSS, 2-DLOG, PHODS, etc. to reduce computational complexity further.
